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WEEKLY PROJECT TRACKING 
!

Completed Last Week: 

1. ________________________________  

2. ________________________________  

3. ________________________________  

4. ________________________________  

5. ________________________________  

 

What Do I Know Now That I Didn!t Know 

Then? 

__________________________________  

__________________________________  

__________________________________  

__________________________________  

__________________________________  

 

The “Critical, Rational” Voice Tells Me: 

__________________________________  

__________________________________  

But My Inner Wisdom Says: 

__________________________________  

__________________________________  

 

To Do This Week:  

 

1. ________________________________  

2. ________________________________  

3. ________________________________  

 

 

NOTES: 
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LOOKING UNDER THE ROCK:  TEN QUESTIONS 

1. What!s stopped me from succeeding before this? 

2. What!s my most likely gremlin/pitfall/self-sabotage? 

3. If that pitfall were to occur, how might I choose to answer that? 

4. What!s my worst fear about this project in general? 

5. What!s my worst fear regarding the success of this project? 

6. On a scale of 1–10, what!s the likelihood of that “success fear” happening? 

7. If that “success fear” did happen, how might I choose to answer that? 

8. What qualities do I possess that can really help me out in this process? 

9. What is the TRUTH? 

10. What question has not been asked that you need to answer? 
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HOW MANY KINDS OF ARTIST ARE YOU? 

 
Creative Activity 

 

Me, Too/Makes Me Think Of.... 

 

Acro-Yoga  

Actress  

Acupuncturist  

ADR (Additional Dialogue 
Recording) 

 

Agenda Planning  

All Things Mac Lover :D  

Alphabetized  

Animal Husbandry  

Animation  

Assembling Things  

Awesome Salad Maker  

Baking  

Bargain-Hunting  

Beadwork  

Bear Hugger  

Big Picture Thinker  

Biking In La  

Bodhran (Irish Drum)  

Bomb Diggidy Smoothie Maker ;)  

Boot Camp Sergeant  

Building Junk  

Buying Presents  

Cake Decorating  

Calculated Risk-Taker  

Calligraphy  

Camerawork  

Care Giver  

Cartoons  

Chameleon  

Choreography  

Clothing Design  

Coffee-Making  

Complimenting Others  
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Creative Listener  

Creative Space-Maker (For The Art 
Of Others) 

 

Crochet  

Cyclone of Activity  

Dance  - Boogie-Oogie-Oogie  

Dance - Ballet  

Dance - Modern  

Dancer  

Decoupage  

Detail Designer (The Devil Is In The 
Details) 

 

Doll-Maker  

Doodling  

Dream-Board Maker  

Driving In LA  

Drumming  

Editor  

Emote - er  

Empathic  

Encourager  

Entrepreneur  

Event Planning  

Expressing Myself Honestly Without 
Being Cruel 

 

Facebook Status Reports  

Fashion  

Fashionista  

Faux Painting  

Film Critic  

Filmmaking  

Finds Order In Chaos If It Kills Me  

Fix-It Expert  

Flute  

Flutist  

Foley  

Foley Artist  

Footwear Design  

Furniture-Making  

Gardening  
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Gift Wrapping  

Go-To-The-Mat Person  

Grant-Writing  

Graphic Designer  

Guitar - Electric  

Guitar - Folk/Acoustic  

Gunsmith  

Handmade Cards For Prisoners  

Home Cooking  

Home Decorating  

Honest About Self (With Wit, 
Sometimes) 

 

Horse Back Rider  

Idea Man  

Improviser  

Information Sharing  

Interior Design  

Internet Marketer  

Invoke - Er  

Jewelry Making  

Joke Writing  

Kissing  

Life Coaching  

Lighting Designer  

Listener & Advice-Giver  

Logistics  

Long Car Trips  

Love Notes  

Lover  

Lucid Dreamer  

Make Others Comfortable With 
Themselves 

 

Make-Up  

Making Fairy Houses  

Marketing Concept Designer  

Masseuse  

Mediator  

Mind-Body-Soul Coach  

Motivational Speaker  

Music Producer - Stage  And Studio  
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Needlework - Crochet  

Needlework - Embroidery  

Needlework - Hand-Sew  

Needlework - Knit  

Needlework - Needlepoint  

Networker  

Nurse  

Ocarina  

Organizing  

Paint-By-Numbers  

Painter  

Party-Throwing  

Personal Trainer  

Philosopher  

Photography  

Piano - Rudimentary  

Playwright  

Poet – Limerick  

Poet  Of The Obscene  

Poet – Romantic  

Poetry  

Politician In Hiding  

Posters  

Producing  

Public Speaking  

Pull Business Concepts Out Of My 
Ass (Entrepreneur?) 

 

Quad Rider  

Raw Food Juicer  

Raw Food Wanna Be  

Reading  

Reading Aloud  

Reading To Oneself  

Reciting  

Recorder  

Recovery Specialist  

Roller Blader  

Roller Skater  

Sales  

Saying “No”  
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Scabbard-Making  

Scenic Design  

Scrapbooking  

Screenwriting  

Script Coverage  

Sculpey  

Set Design  

Sewing  

Shopping  

Show Producer - Multiple Genres  

Shrinky-Dinks  

Silk Screen  

Singer  

Singing - Classical Music  

Singing - Gospel  

Snow Boarder  

Soap Making  

Social Media Personality ;)  

Software Design  

Spiritual Leader  

Stand-Up Comedy  

Staying In Touch   

Student  

Stunt Fighting/Stage Combat  

Stunts  

T-Shirt Design  

Talk To Animals  

Teacher  

Teaching  

Technology Geek  

Theatre - Avant-Garde  

Theatre - Classical  

Theatre - Clowning  

Theatre - Directing  

Theatre - Improvisation  

Theatre - Industrial/Business 
Theatre 

 

Theatre - Mime  

Theatre - Musical Comedy  

Theatre - Shakespeare  
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Theatre - Sketch Comedy  

Throwing Theme Parties  

Tom Boy  

Toy-Making  

Traveler  

Tree Hugger  

Twitter-er  

Urban Living  

Vegan Backer  

Vegan Cook  

Video Blogger  

Video Games  

Vocalist  

Water Skier  

Web Designer  

Whitewater River Guide  

Woodcut  

Woodworking  

Wrapping Presents  

Writer  

Writing Meditations  

Yoga - Iyengar  

Yogie  

Youtuber  

 

NOTES: 
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THE HALLMARKS OF JOYFUL EASE 

This worksheet asks you to recall a joyful, “on top of the world” memory and some 
of the hallmarks, or distinguishing characteristics, of that moment.  When you are 
done recording those hallmarks, let your creative brain have fun thinking of ways 
you might re-use that information on your current project.  For example, 
remembering that your primary emotion was “felt rewarded” might inspire you to 
plan a nice reward treat for yourself, and noticing that your “friends were near” 
might inspire you to make your reward a coffee date with a friend. 
 

 

TRIGGER QUESTION 

 

HALLMARK 

 

INSPIRATION 

(a way I might  use this now) 

MY MEMORY WAS OF   

THE SOURCE OF LIGHT   

MY PRIMARY EMOTION   

I WAS WEARING   

I REMEMBER THINKING   

THE FEELING IN MY BODY   

WHO ELSE WAS THERE   

WEATHER/TEMPERATURE   

MY FEELING ABOUT THE FUTURE   

WHAT, EXACTLY, MADE IT SO 

SATISFYING? 

 

 

 

 

I ALSO REMEMBER   
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HOW TO DO YOUR TO-DO LIST 

Here’s a little article about the previous worksheet.  As you can see, I’ve continued 

to add to the sheet, but the general principles remain the same. 

 

I come from a long line of list-makers.   

 

I’m a list-maker, my mother is a list-maker, my grandmother and great-

grandmother were list-makers... (We’re also a bunch of do-gooders, get-‘er-done-

ers and eyebrow-cocking-know-it-alls, but that’s another article entirely.) 

 

The nice thing about making a list is that I get the to-do chatter out of my head 

and on to a piece of paper.  But there’s no way to prioritize.  There’s no indication 

of how important anything is relative to anything else, how much time each task 

might take, and there’s no good way to determine the order in which I ought to 

attack the list. 

 

And when one is an artist/entrepreneur like you and me, one usually has a bunch 

of pretty big projects going on at once, and so looking at that long, 

undifferentiated list of apparently urgent and/or important actions makes me feel 

tired.  Also overwhelmed and overworked – even before I’ve actually done 

anything. 

 

And I know there’s some conventional wisdom out there that says You Should 

Just Focus On One Thing.  I say: Hooey.  People who like to focus on one thing 

should focus on one thing, and those of us who like to have lots of things going on 

should have lots of things going on.  (Although I notice that “lots” like 3-5 projects 

rather than “lots” like 8-12 projects is often the better part of valor.) 
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Here is the story about a way to make lists that is both practical and heart-

centered, and the positive effect this system has had on my life, and 

subsequently, on the lives of my clients.   

 

One year, just before Christmas, I found myself with an extremely long to-do list 

(you know how the holidays are) and I was feeling that exhausted-before-I-even-

begin feeling. 

 

The number one item on my list was “Make and Send Christmas Cards” which 

was something I had proudly done for years.  Everybody I knew got a Christmas 

card with a personal hand-written note – always.  I loved the tradition of it, I loved 

letting people know that I was thinking of them and I loved the little feeling of 

superiority that I felt sneak up on me when I thought about how much time and 

care I always took at this busy time of year.  I’ll note that this superiority-thing is 

not my favorite thing about myself, but it’s important to realize how big a 

motivator one’s vanity can be.  And I was quite vain about my Christmas Cards. 

 

Adding to the pressure was this:  that year I had gotten divorced.  So not only had 

I moved and changed address, but also there were a number of people I felt I 

might “lose” in the divorce if I didn’t reach out to them.  Finally, I felt it was 

important to reassure people that even though I was no longer married to the man 

I had been with for nearly 15 years, I was still me, and I could still be counted on 

to do all the things I had always done.  Even though I wasn’t entirely sure that was 

true. 

 

And Christmas Cards were just one of the complicated things on my long, long, 

loooooong list of things that had to be done before December 25th.  Clearly, I 

needed to prioritize. 
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So I took a sheet of paper and with a big blue marker I made four columns with 

grid lines going across.  The first column I labeled “ITEM/TASK,” and under that 

heading I listed all the bits and pieces of things I felt I needed to do.  Every last 

little one I could think of.  The first one was “Christmas Cards” and the rest of the 

list filled two pages.   

 

The next column I labeled “TIME,” so next to each item I estimated how much 

time each task might take.  “Call my sister” was 10 minutes.  “Finish baby gift” 

was about an hour.  “Pay bills” got 45 minutes.  If I didn’t know how long 

something might take, I just made a wild guess or I put a “?” next to it and moved 

on.   

 

“Christmas Cards” got 12.5 hours.  Which seems impossible, I know, but I figured 

out that if I sent 150 cards and each card took five minutes to write a note, 

address, stamp and send, then that was 750 minutes, or, 12.5 hours.  And that 

was assuming that I only sent 150 cards. 

 

The third column I labeled “EXPENSE,” and there I listed how much money, if any, 

was required to complete the item.  “Call my sister” got zero, since we’re on the 

same cell phone plan.  “Finish baby gift” was also a zero, because I’d already 

bought the supplies.  “Pay bills” got $1200, because as far as I could remember, 

that was about what was due.  “Christmas Cards” got…$130.  That’s 150 stamps 

at 33 cents each (this was some years ago) equals $49.50 and the cards 

themselves would probably cost $80 or so.  Most nice boxed holiday cards run 

about a dollar or so apiece, but I had a great little discount store near my house 

that sold beautiful cards for roughly half-price.  Now $130 isn’t a fortune, but at 

the time, it represented a significant investment for me. 
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The final column I labeled “INCLINATION.”  That column wasn’t for facts like time 

or money: it was for feeling.  On a scale of 1-10, how much did I really feel like 

doing the project?   

 

It was the gut-check that I often forgot to do.   

 

And when I neglected that gut-check, I ended up with my plate piled high with 

obligations to other people that left me tired, stressed out and with very little time 

for the things in my life that were important to me.   

 

So “Call my sister” got a 9 – I love talking to her.  “Finish baby gift” got a 7 – the 

little sock monkey I was making was really darling and I was excited to finish it.  

“Pay bills” got a 10 – I’ve actually never minded paying bills, even when I’ve been 

broke, and I’d much rather get in there and know that they’re done and taken care 

of than have them floating around, gathering late fees and causing trouble.  (I told 

you I was a get-‘er-done-r.)  

 

“Christmas Cards.”  I took a deep breath.  How much did I really want to send 

cards?  Setting aside my guilt, my fear that I would lose friends, my concern that I 

would lose my standing as a “good girl,” my sense of tradition, my vanity…how 

much did I want to do it?   

 

Zero. 

 

That’s right – I had absolutely no inclination at all to send even one card.    

 

And then, in what was possibly the single most radical action of my adult life, I 

crossed “Christmas Cards” off the list. 
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My little worksheet helped me determine that not only was sending cards time-

consuming and pricey, I just plain didn’t want to.  So I crossed it off my list.  I felt 

strange and liberated and free and a bit like a “bad girl” and it made me laugh and 

laugh.  After all, any friends that I might lose because of a silly Christmas card 

probably weren’t friends worth keeping anyway.  I had gotten the mandate from 

my deep inner self and it said, “NO CARDS, BABY”   

 

One final word about that Christmas season:  Eventually, I started to feel some 

twinges about a few of the people that I discovered I really did want to send cards 

to… my favorite aunt, a girlhood friend, an old neighbor of mine.  But I was so 

enraptured by my “No Christmas Cards” policy that I dared not break it.  See, I 

know me – I’d go to the store to buy just those few cards and my resolve would 

crumble and I’d end up doing the whole damn thing after all.  So six weeks later, I 

handmade some lovely Valentine’s Day cards and sent them off.  Why?  Because 

it wasn’t that expensive, it was only a little time-consuming, and I really, really 

wanted to do it. 

 

(I tell this story in my Get It Done Workshop, and last year one of my clients, a 

mid-twenties actress with a staunch spirit, got inspired and sent some heartfelt 

Valentine’s cards to some of the teachers, casting directors and producers she 

had come to know and care for.  I believe she got three separate phone calls, 

thanking her.  Now that’s good marketing – honest communication that comes 

straight from the heart.)  

 

In time, I added one more column to my list: “ROI” which stands for “Return On 

Investment.”  That’s a way of determining (and again, I just guess on a scale of 1-

10) what, or how much, I might get back from completing that item.   
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For example, few months ago I had a to-do item that had been hanging around 

my desk for a few weeks – it was silly, really – I had found a product in a 

catalogue that I thought a client of mine might like.  I had thought that I would just 

slip the clipping in an envelope with a quick note, but I just hadn’t gotten around 

to it.   

 

When I worked the list, it came up like this: 

 

ITEM/TASK TIME EXPENSE INCLINATION ROI 

 

Send Clipping To D.G. 

 

2 minutes

  

 

.44 cents  

 

10 

 

10 

 

Wait just a dip-dang minute. 

 

This was something I really wanted to do, that I thought would really pay off in the 

future, that cost almost no time and no money.  Duh.  I did it right that second, got 

it in the mail that day and she called me three days later to book me for another 

ten sessions.  That little “to-do” item netted me over a thousand dollars, but more 

than that, it helped me be the person I want to be – the kind of person who sends 

thoughtful little notes to clients that I like.   

 

Again – good marketing is honest communication that comes straight from the 

heart. 

 

This worksheet is not something I use every day, but I do use it when my list feels 

long, unwieldy and confusing.  Whenever I use it I discover something new, and I 

find it helps me remember why some things are important and some things, 

darling, just aren’t. 


